Covers for roads, parking
and service stations

Secure
Anti-slip
Lockable
Light Weight
Non-Corrodible
No rattling noise in traffic
Suitable for installation in public roads

B125

SLB2318

SLB2323

Model

SLB2318

SLB2323(C)

SLB3131

SLB2346 DF

SLB3163 DF

Clearance (mm)

600 x 450

600 x 600

800 x 800

600 x 1.200

800 x 1.600

Weight cover (kg)

10

12

21

2 x 12

2 x 21

* B125 covers are standard provided with an aluminum frame
* B125 covers are also available as vented cover
* SLB2323 is available with a composite frame

SLB2346 DF

B125 covers are available in a double frame with removable beam.
On demand multiple frames are available to cover bigger areas.

C250

SLC4200DC
SLC3600

Model

SLC3600(DC)

SLC4200(DC)

Clearance (mm)

Ø 900

Ø 1.060

Weight cover (kg)

31

40

Glass fiber skirt

SKI 0036

SKI 0042

Concrete slab (with anti-slip profile)

CONSLAB 36

CONSLAB 42

Dimensions concrete slab (mm)

1450 x 1450 x 200

1600 x 1600 x 200

C250 covers are standard provided with a gasket and could be provided with a central dip hole.

Certified covers EN124: B125 - C250 - D400

For roads, parking and service stations
D400
Model

SLD2424

SLD2723L

SLD2300L

SLD3000L

SLD3600L

Clearance (mm)

610 x 610

700 x 600

Ø 600

Ø 760

Ø 900

Weight cover (kg)

29

31

28

36

46

SLD2424

SLD2723

SLD3600

Except for the SLD2424 cover, can all D400 covers be provided with a stainless steel lock
and/or a sealing gasket.

Standard colour: black.
Other colours and company
logos/inscriptions optional
(subject to quantities).

Optional gasket to ensure that
the covers are water-, air– and
gastight. Eliminates eventual
odour propagation.

Certified covers EN124: B125 - C250 - D400

Stainless steel lock to prevent
theft and unauthorised
opening
(standard on D400 covers).

Unique Characteristics
Material
Advanced fiber glass composite
Noiseless in traffic
The material and unique form of the frame 			
prevents the cover from rocking eliminating all
rattling noises typical with cast iron covers.
Light weight
3 x lighter than steel covers
4 x lighter than concrete covers
Single person removal; preventing risks of
physical injury
Secure
Cover material has no intrinsic value
Lockable for preventing theft
Eliminates risks of public injuries
Self extinguishing when fire source is removed
Non-conductive for temperature and electricity
Anti-slip
Significantly more grip vs. iron, steel & other
composite covers as well on dry as on wet road 		
surface
Durable
Low wear characteristics
Lockable, preventing theft and/or tampering
Longer life expectancy vs. steel, iron & other
composite covers
15-year warranty on tread pattern
Low maintenance
Self-cleaning watertight seal
Easy, single person removal
Non-corrosive
Sand and salt resistant
15-year warranty against corrosion
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